
VEDS
(VASCULAR EHLERS-DANLOS SYNDROME) 

DIAGNOSIS OF A RARE DISORDER



What is VEDS?
VEDS is a dominantly 
inherited, life threatening 
collagen disorder caused 
from a mutation of the 
col3a1 gene. This gene is 
responsible for the 
production and assembly of 
type III collagen.  Collagen is 
found everywhere in the 
body and acts as the 
“cellular glue” and provides 
strength to tissues, organs, 
and such. 

Unlike other types of EDS, VEDS is presently known to shorten a 
patient’s lifespan. 



What is the prevalence of it?

THE CURRENT ESTIMATE IS THAT 1/10,000-1/25,000 HAVE EDS 
WITH JUST 5-10% OF THOSE PATIENTS HAVING VEDS. 

RAISING AWARENESS IS KEY TO 
PROPERLY DIAGNOSING PATIENTS!



Do you know how to recognize EDS or 
VEDS? Which kid(s) pictured have VEDS?

Physical signs of VEDS are not always 
present in each case. But often include: 
- Large eyes 
- Sleep with eyes open 
- Flat feet 
- Club foot 
- Bendy small joints (hands, fingers) 
- Thin, veiny skin 
- Thin scars & excessive bruises 
- Velvety skin 
- Stretchy skin 
- Small chin 
- Narrow nose 
- Thin lips



If you guessed this cute kid…you are right.
PHYSICAL SIGNS OF VEDS ARE NOT ALWAYS 
PRESENT IN EACH CASE. BUT OFTEN INCLUDE: 
- Large eyes 

- Sleep with eyes open 

- Flat feet 
- Club foot 
- Bendy small joints (hands, fingers) 

- Thin, veiny skin 

- Thin scars & excessive bruises 

- Small chin 

- Narrow nose



What’s with the bendy joints?
Bendy joints, also known as hypermobile joints and hypotonia (low tone), is a 
sign of a disorder, whether it is EDS, Marfans, Brittle Bone. This symptom should 
lead a physician to look into the cause of it and consider referring to a 
geneticist…even if they are meeting physical developmental milestones.



What’s the long term outlook for a VEDS patient?

-Patients experience their first major vascular event in their 20’s (aneurysm/rupture) 

-Patients average life expectancy is 48 years, often passing from a vascular event or 
a ruptured organ (colon is most common) 

-Patients are often given the wrong treatment for their fragile bodies and that can 
be their end (using wrong procedure, using wrong equipment…like automatic bp 
cuff) 

-EDS/VEDS bodies often metabolize drugs quickly so they are often vitamin deficient 
and their pain is poorly managed as they are often called drug seekers. 

-Surgery can be dangerous – tissues may fall apart right before the surgeon’s eyes 
due to inflammatory response.

The answer differs from person to person & depends on life choices 
made.



A snapshot of a life w/ VEDS…
! Birth-3 yrs: Child is low tone, failure to thrive, sleeps with eyes open.  They often hit all 

their developmental milestones 

! 3-12yrs: Lots and lots of bruises (some families have had CPS called on them), and lots 
of stitches/glued skin – they injure so easily (rarely a patient will have a colon tear or 
rupture during this time) 

! 13-24yrs: This is the most dangerous time and many pass during these ages.  The body 
grows so much and youth make risky life choices during this time. Some will experience 
their first muscle or organ rupture and some will develop their first aneurysm.  Others may 
experience breathing issues (collapsed lung) 

! 25-42yrs: If you make it to this age, it’s a bit less risky though you still are fragile, bruises, 
aneurysms, risk of organ ruptures exist.  Women at this age are at risk of death due to 
childbirth and the trauma it puts on their body and tissues (uterine rupture & arterial 
bleeding) 

! 43-?yrs: The oldest person with veds lived to their mid-70’s. 



Why is it important to diagnose these patients?

-Yearly echos (doesn’t show whole vascular system though) 

-Bi-yearly cta flash scans 

-Routine doctor, eye doctor, dental appointments and care 

-Miralax (to prevent colon rupture) 

-High dose vitamin c (reduces bruising and repairs tissues) 

-Losartan or Atenolol to reduce bp & decrease likelihood of aneurysm 

-Medical bracelet 

-Know which hospital can handle veds emergencies best 

-Go to top docs in the nation 

-Educate others around in case of emergency 

-Avoid dangerous activities (that increase bp, straining, or hard impacts)

Survival of this disorder is 50% what you do about it and 50% fate. 
Knowing about the disorder will allow them the chance to take these 
preventative measures:



What about that cute kid?
-Physical activity is important! He works hard to strengthen his 
muscles and have great cardio health while being careful not 
to exert or raise his bp. He enjoys swimming, biking, hiking, and 
playing outside. 

-We focus on what he can do instead of what he can’t (pencil 
jumps off low-dive vs cannonballs) 

-He has PT, OT, & speech at school – helping him avoid certain 
positions bad for his joints while meeting his sensory needs 
safely 

-We go to all doc appts yearly & visit Dr. Hal Dietz at Johns 
Hopkins every 2-3 yrs 

-We educate every person responsible for his care about VEDS 
and what needs to happen in an emergency...the school 
nurse has me on speed dial.



Hope for a treatment or cure
-Dr. Dietz has just recently created a VEDS mouse colony– bring on the testing! Meds to 
begin testing: Losartan, Atenolol, Vitamin C & Doxycycline…yes, the antibiotic has an 
effect on a protein that is over produced in VEDS patients.  A mouse study found that 
Doxycycline helped reduce aortic aneurysms three fold & helped prevent the 
spontaneous development of aortic lesions. 

-Crispr/Cas9 – genome editing – inexpensive and broadly available but still has a few 
kinks to work out (ethically & technically)

-Till there is a clear standard of care/cure for VEDS 
– I and many others, will do what we can to raise 
awareness & raise funds for research.

-Regardless of treatments & cures, there are still 
95% of EDS patients walking around undiagnosed 
so this will be an important focus for the future



Last thoughts…
-If they are bendy, you should have bells going off! Look for other signs & 
symptoms & refer them to a geneticist. 

-Be willing to check your ego & listen to the patient or other specialist when it 
regards your patient. 

-Don’t give up!!!  Veds patients often feel hopeless and the last thing they need 
to hear a doc say is “sorry, there is nothing we can do for you.” We don’t 
expect you to cure us, but look for ways to help improve our lives. 

-Many metabolize meds quickly so check for vitamin deficiencies & be aware 
of this when dealing with pain meds & anesthesia – it may require a different 
approach or more meds. 

-If they are in severe pain – you must scan them immediately for a 
rupture or bleed out – do not leave them sitting in the waiting room!!! 
-It is vital to keep their pain levels low, bp low, and prevent constipation 

-Thank you to Dr. Weaver & Dr. Dlouhy for inviting me & to all of you for listening.


